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The AirVisual Pro is the most comprehensive high-accuracy air monitor available, providing real-time 

measurements of PM2.5, CO2, temperature and humidity, and instant comparison of indoor and outdoor 

conditions via a clear 5" display screen. 

As a Wi-Fi enabled and battery-powered device with data-logging capacity, it is an enterprise grade 

monitor ideal for building-wide, and mobile monitoring. It displays its data via a clear LED screen as well 

as remotely through the AirVisual app, website, customizable widgets and API. 

The Pro benefits from an integrated platform with the world's largest global air quality dataset, reporting 

data for 9,000+ cities globally. It is the only air monitor to provide 3 day air quality forecasts, real-time 

and historic outdoor data, and plain text recommendations based on factors across the two 

environments, to ensure that users always know how to achieve the healthiest air possible. 

Leading technological performance at your fingertips 

Fine particulate matter is measured using an advanced light-scattering laser photo-sensor. Auto-calibration 

components instantly consider temperature and humidity, while the Pro's internal CPU applies artificial 

intelligence to eliminate outlying data points. Air-flow control fans carefully monitor air intake to ensure 

stable, reliable readings and improved durability, extending the lifespan of the sensor. The PM2.5 laser 

sensor is completely silent, reliably creating zero disturbance. 

The AirVisual Pro is an ideal monitoring device for applications in industrial/occupational air quality 

surveys, indoor air quality management and outdoor environmental monitoring. 

Features & benefits 

- Bright 5" display compares indoor readings with
outdoor data, from the nearest official station.*

- Intuitive historical graphs for indoor and outdoor
AQI, and CO2

- T hree-day air quality forecasts driven by in-house
artificial intelligence

- Outdoor weather data and forecast display

- Supplemental crowd-sourced map

- Tailored recommendations based on indoor and
outdoor environments

- Free API access

- Option to publicize outdoor data

- Internal battery

- Website widget

- Integrated ecosystem servicing data access
across the app, website and API

*Outdoor pollution data available for select locations, see airvisual.com/world for availability
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